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THE GRANO STYLE IN ENGLISH PROSE

Thomas LaBorie Burns - UFMG

One conception of style is that it is the effect of

inspiration, as Walter Pater put it, "the finer accomodation of

speech to that vision within." Many critics of this persuasion

have regarded style in a Platonic sense, as the soul or spirit of

writing or speaking, a quality without which expression remains

mere rhetoricl, and this idea is reflected, I thinJc, in the oft

quoted (and misquoted) maxim of Buffon's that "Le style est l'homme

meme," the style is the man himself, or in Schopenhauer's neat

-metaphor, "The style is the physiognomy of the mind," or even in

the definition of style in a literary handbook which defines it as

an arrangement of words that best expresses the intent, ideas and

individuality of the author. 2 Style is written language that is

unique for each writer.

This theory, while containing what most people would

recognize as an undeniable truth - namely, that every writer is

unique - brings us to an unacceptable plurality in which every

writer writes in his own ideolect and there is an end to it. In

speaking ordinarily of style, however, we also recognize that

certain writers, often of a given historical period, tend to

express themselves in similar ways: use similar sentence

structures and kinds of diction, and tend toward either simplicity

and clarity, or complexity and complication. These two theories or

ways of regarding style are summed up in modern studies by the

terms "individual style" and "period style. tI 3
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In Greek. the word eh4~4t&~. usually translated as "style"

is really a more objective term than the English word. with its

connotation of individual quality. suggests. 4 Greek critics

conceived of style as a more objective quality and therefore a

quality which could be studied and acquired,and the ancient

handbooks of rhetorio have many suggestions as to how this can be

done. The Aristotelian school of rhetoric considers style as

generic rather than organic and. in accordance with the Stagirite's

tireless tendenoy to categorize. style is the effect of many causes

and therefore sub-categories are necessary to properly explain the

genus. 5 In chapter nine of the Rh&~o~e, Aristotle makes the

orucial distinction between an older. more formless way of

writing. or loose style. and the periodic style. For the loose

style he employs a term that means "strung-along" like beads on a

string. 6 With the periodic style the sentence and sense are said

to end together so that there is a correspondence between the

grammatical pattern of the sentence and the thought. Flaubert has a

similar notion with respect to the word when he writes "The

exaoteness of the thought makes for (and is itself) that of the

word. "7

Aristotle gave much advice on effective expression.including

proper rhythm. which was important in classical prose as well as

poetry. In the sections of the PO&tie4 dealing with kinds of

diction. he notes the importance of being lucid. but adds that

"unusual words ••• give dignity to the language and avoid the

commonplace. ft 8 In these observations. he is concerned with prose

of a more elegant kind. the so~called high. grand, or elevated

style. He is typically concerned, however, that writers should

always avoid extremes. The Aristotelian mean implies that writers
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should try to please without sacrificing lucidity. It appears that

Aristotle thus plumps for the middle or mean style as that which

is neither too grand nor too low and which best guarantees

clarity. 9

The origin of the formula of the three styles is obscure,lO

but Aristotle, as we have seen, seems to assume it, as does his

follower Theophrastus, who recognized three kinds of diction,

among which is the grand or "poe'tLe" language of the orator

sophist Gorgias, though Theophrastus himself followed Aristotle in

preferring a Dlean between the grand and the plain. Demetrius, who

wrote a tract on style in the Hellenistic period recognized four

styles, breaking up the grand into the "elevated" and the

"elegant." The elevated requires, among other things, lengthy

clauses, a periodic sentence structure, poetic language, and a

dignified subject matter. l l general features that later observers

take to be the basic elements of the grand style. Grandeur, he

says, "resides in three things: the content, the diction, and the

appropriate arrangement of words. It 12 Demetrius thus bl'Oadens

Theophrastus' discussion of elevated diction to include subject

matter and sentence structure. He discusses the necessity of a

periodic structure for the grand style, noting that the structure

must be well-defined, since "long journeys seem shorter if one

stops frequently at an inn, while a deserted road makes even a

short journey seem long,n13 a good description of the complex

configurations of the periodic style.

In Roman rhetoric, the grand style is called B~4Vi4,

solemn or grave., and the danger of its degenerating into bombast

is already noted, since the defect of 9~4Vi4 is 6iBU~4 ~u6't4t4,

overblown style. The master Roman orator Cicero does not discuss
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the three styles in his main treatise on rhetoric, o~ O~4~O~~,

but elsewhere he follows Aristotle in insisting that a writer or

speaker must be able to manipulate the 'three styles according to

his purpose. He says that the grand style is for the purpose of

moving the emotions, as opposed to instructing in the plain, and

entertaining in the mean style. l .. This psychological emphasis on

the listener or reader will also have influence later. Bacon, for

example, thought "the duty and office of Rhetoric" is to lI appl y

Reason to Imagination for the better moving of the will."15

A contemporary critic, Northrop Frye, has introduced a

variation of Aristotle's distinction between the loose and the

periodic style with a distinction between the "demotic" and

"hieratic." The demotic is associated with ordinary speech and

the hier4tic with consciously literary language. This is similar

to the Neo-classical doctrine that there ~s a style appropriate

to the poetic, distinguished from that of ordinary speech, the

distinctive poetic diction defended by Gray and later attacked by

Wordsworth, who was concerned to point out there is no essential

difference between the language of prose and verse. Frye, who loves

systematizing almost as much as Aristotle himself, goes on to

distinguish high, middle, and low levels in both of these groups.16

Although the origin of the old formula of the three styles is

unknown, and, as we shall see, has not been respected since

classical times, it is still an idea that has force in critical

circles.

To categorize kinds of styles in much broader terms, we may

classify each style according to whether the adjective naming it

refers to a particular author (like the Ciceronian or Taciteanl, a

particUlar time or place ('the ancient Attic and Asi~tic) ,the medium
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of expression (lyrical, prosaic, dramatic, and epistolary), the

audience intended (demagogic or courtly), and even the mood and

intention of the author (the technical, diplomatic, and sentimental
17

styles). Such a scheme is inclusive but unsatisfactory for our

purposes, as it mixes objective and subjective bases. The author

of this scheme, in a dictionary of literary terms, characterizes

the grand or sublime or majestic style as one "in which the author

seeks to create the appropriate effects in his reader, illS which

follows Cicero's description closely but is wonderfully evasive for

a modern discussion. Does he mean the effects of grandeur, Sublimity,

and majesty, and how are such terms to be defined? A psychological

effect the reader is meant to feel becomes the main feature of the

style.

This is not to say that a reader may not actually

experience such an effect. Robert Louis Stevenson called attention

to how "we enjoy the pleasure of a most intricate and dexterous

pattern, every stitch a model at once of elegance and of good

sense.,,19 Elsewhere he mentioned the importance of "an elegant

and pregnant texture. ,,20 Undoubtedly, there is a great appeal 'to

highly mannered prose, apart from, or perhaps because of, i'ts

sheer technical virtuosity, but the objection remains. The reader

mayor may not experience the desired effect. He may find, and

many modern readers do find, the whole thing pompous or perhaps

impressive enough but greatly redundant. High-flown language, it

has been long recognized, is very effective for comedy, which may

be a consequence of the traditional comic figure of the pedant. The

danger of sustaining 'tricky constructions and figures. is that the

effect may turn out to be the opposite of what one intended. (As a

teacher of mine, a professor of Latin prose composition, once
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warned: be careful of asking the rhetorical question; you may get

the wrong answer).

Intenti~ns and their fulfillment aside, emotions themselves

are notoriously difficult to identify, much less predict, and this,

I think, is one major Objection to so much classical criticism.

There is nothing one can say with any certainty against the idea

that similar emotions may arise from totally different causes. As

Spinoza argues in the third book of the Etkie6, "emotion is a

confused idea." The urgent sublimity one reader may feel for a

certain passage may cause another to break out in derisive laUghter.

The relevant point for emotion is not what the reader is expected

to feel but what the author is expressing, what he means, when he

manipulates the complex set of relationships we sum up by the

word styllt. This is the importance of style for rhetoric.

StuL~ 4dd6 th~ ~o~ee o~ pe~on4Litu to the
impe~on4L '0~e~6 0' Logie 4Ad evid~nee,4nd

i~ thU6 deepL, invoLved in the bU6in~~ 0&
peUU44ion. 21

Here is perhaps the true meaning of the statement "the style is the

man himself. tl

Modem views ot style regard it not as verbal embellishment

or decoration but meaning itself, as "the last and most detailed

elaboration of meaning,"22 or as "the hidden thoughts which

accompany overt propositions ••• n
23 The common analogy of clothes

can be invoked. To the unrefi-ective, clothes are merely garments

to cover nakedness, or fashionably shaped cloth to decorate the

body with. But besides these obvious uses, clothes express
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personality and in some recent analyses have been analyzed as

illu~trating meaning. The choice of a piece of clothing, like that

of a phrase or a grammatical construction, may be both conscious

and uneonaedoua but in either case is revealing of what the chooser

means to express. A complete analysis of a given writer's style

would reveal what he means by the choice he makes among the

available choices, what he says as well as how he says it.

To continue with the analogy of clothes but to take it a

bit further, we might see the idea of style, as in the Renaissance

and Neo-classical traditions, as clothing for thought, something

chosen or added,2~ which implies that there are a number of

choices available to select from, some of which may be rejected,

and proper style means proper selection. An opposing, more intimate

view of style is associated with the Romantics but occurs in at

least one classical critic, Longinus - the notion of style as

organic. 2S A defender of this theory, John Middleton Murray,

explained that "Style is organic, not the clothes a man wears, but

the flesh and bone of his body." Whi~e this theory admirably tries

to preserve the uniqueness of each individual style, it has the

defect of confusing the terms author and style: one is the product

or effect of the other, not the equiValent of it.

If we think of style, then as something added, though not

in a mechanical or artificial way, but in the Aristotelian sense

of shaping or corresponding structure to thought, we see that the

classi'ication scheme mentioned above is a way of completing the

idea of kinds of thoughts to be shaped. The traditional classification

of styles into high, middle, and low, therefore, relates style to

subject. Style is specifically the kind of language appropriate for

a given subject-mater. The high or grand style is appropriate for
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epics or tragedy and all those kinds of works that treat lofty or

serious subjects, while the mean or middle is appropriate for the

ordinary business of men and the low or plain reserved for the

baser aspects of life and so-called lower orders of men. 26

It is obvious that in this scheme, too, subjectivity has

hardly been eliminated, since style is intimately related to the

concept of d~eo~m, and social class determines the hierarchy of

what is appropriate. One of the principal arguments in Eric

Auerbach's great book of criticism, MiM~~i4, is that this doctrine

of decorum was not respected in the actual development of western

literature. The kind of realism that developed in the Middle Ages

and the Renaissance was made possible by mixing levels of style. 27

The inspiration for this mixture was Jesus Christ himself, who

furnished the example of his humble beginnings and daily life

opposed to the sublime tragedy of his death. The son of God becoming

man, the Word made Flesh, meant that the divine could be described

in human terms and in concrete language, as in the Gospels

themselves, which were written in a plainer unclassical Greek, the

Koine. Auerbach's view is that this mixing of styles has enriched

our literature, since the separation of styles in antiquity had

the effect of narrowing the limits of realism. 28 The changes in

Roman social structure brought about by the introduction of

Christianity into classical culture would therefore have its

parallel in literature. The mixture of social classes in the early

Christian communities previewed the mixture of styles in later

literatures.

If the mixture of styles has been liberating for the history

of literature, specifically for the needs of prose fiction, it has

in any case been the practice of first-rate authors in other genres.
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Shakespeare may be cited as the outstanding example of a poet and

dramatist who mixed language both sublime and plain. If he

frequently observed the convention of reserving prose in his plays

for scenes spoken by rustics or low characters and for passages of

comic relief, he also used it for Lear's madness and Hamlet's

speech on the nature of man. And the sublime poetry of his kings

and noble characters is riddled with colloquialisms: this despite

the Renaissance doctrine of decorum or "seemliness." Fortunately,

writers do not always listen to critics.

Elizabethan prose was itself a mixture of the native and

classical traditions. The new humanism of the Continental

Renaissance spread to England, bringing the prose of Cicero and the

theories of Quintilian into fashion. Host important writers learned

.to write Latin prose in school, which was bound to have an influence

on how they wrote English. 29 Cicero was the model for the 16th

century English 30 and has remained identified with the "periodic"

grand style. The Ciceronian period or sentence is a masterpiece of

verbal architecture.Clauses are carefully and elaborately

subordinated and triumphantly resolved by the tendency of the Latin

verb to come at the end. Other typical devices are a judiciouB use

of figures, a subtly varied rhythm, and a lofty level of diction

appropriate to the subject. Matters of rhythm and diction aside

(as they are, we have seen, important aspects of any so-called

grand style), the structure of the Latin period is not very

suitable to the demands of the English sentence. A more native

style favors a coordination rather than subordination of clauses,

or a paratactic structure, with the linking coordinators (the 4ftd6

and but4) absent and the clauses simply juxtaposed, two methods of

linking clauses that were most common in Old English and have
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remained characteristic of good prose in every kind of writer. 3l

Nor can English word order, unlike Latin, be easily wrenched

around to effect felicitous juxtapositions. as anyone who has tried

to translate a LAtin sentence into English come to realize.

Nevertheless, some writers have succeeded brilliantly in producing

the effect of a Latin period. Consider the first sentence of

Boswell's (18th century) biography of Dr. Johnson, where the force

and the sense are suspended till the last word:

To ",.ut~ the. U&e 0& h.un who exeeUed dt
IUlnu."d .l.n w.uUng the Uue6 0' othe,u, ClIId
wko, ",he..th~~ we eon6.l.de~ h.l.6 ~xt~Ao~dill4AY

endOw.~llt6, o~ k.l.6 UAUOU6 C410~k6, h46 beell
equALLed by &ew .l.n Any Age, .1.6 An 4AduOU6,
And mAy be ~eekoned in Me A p~e4UMptuoU6

t46k. 32

Despite such acrobatics. the implications for style of the

importance of word order is great. English has less possibilities

for changing emphasis by changing positions of words and a greater

reliance on "function" words. 33 Although Ciceronian prose with a

few notable exceptions had ceased to b~ imitated by the 17th

century, the heritage of the Latin humanists continued long after,

with a periodic style extending even into the 19th century and the

expansion of vocabulary made possible by Latin influence becoming

a permanent feature. 34 The Anglican clergyman Thomas Hooker, who

flourished at the end of the 16th century is a good example of the

~loquence that Latinity furnished in English prose. Note the

balance and antitheses of the following period:
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~he~ Ro~e keepeth th4t ~kieh i4 «fteieftte~

«nd bette~, othe~ whom we Mueh mo~e «"eet
te«vins it 'o~ newe~ «nd eh«nsins it 'o~

wo~eJ we h«d ~«the~ ,ottow the pe~,eetion4

0' them we Like not, th«n ~n de'eet4 ~e4eMbte

them WhOM we love. 3S

We should not get the idea that English prose was

exclusively Latinate at certain times and more native at others.

Usually several tendencies have co-existed. While some writers

were adapting Cicero to English in the 16th century, others were

defending English "as an adequate and even superior medium for

prose. "36 This is noteworthy especially with men who were trained

as Latinists. The outstanding figure here is the philosopher

'thomas Hore, who· was a classical scholar and accomplished Latin

stylist but a man who wrote in plain English, finding his mother

tongue afor the utteraunce of a mans minde verye perfecte and sure."37

Another important element was the English Bible. The Bible, which

first appeared in English translation in the early 16th century,

became the first classic of English prose and has had an enormous

influence on it till the present day. It is not in a grand style,

as it is structurally simpler, but it is not a plain style either,

as its diction tends to be archaic. 3S Careful attention to rhythm

and expanded vocabulary, however, give an overall impression of

sublimity that is adequate to the subject, and both rhythm and

metaphor make Biblical prose closer to the feeling of poetry.

The 17th century, which has been called the richest period

of English prose, inherited, then, several different tendencies,

as well as the respectability the translation of the Bible had

given to prose as a serious medium. One important development was
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the search for a new classical model other than Cicero. Seneca and

Tacitus began to fill the gap. The Senecan and Tacitean styles

were less grandiloquent, more concise, epigrammatic, and colloquial

than the Ciceronian so that, since excessive ornament was being

deplored and a new plainness in vocabulary came into demand, they

replaced it in the 17th century.39 Some idea of the pithy style

of Tacitus can be given by the first sentence of his Hi4to~e~'

Opu~ ads~edio~ opimum ca~ibu~, a~ox

p~aeLii~, di~co~ ~editionibu~, ip~a

eticun pace ~ aeVUII. 40

(I ente~ Oft 4 woJt.k uch in di~"teu,

hoJt.lLid in wau, cL~hillS in civiL
upu~i"9~; even i~ veJt.y peace w"
cJt.ue.L) •

The brevity of the Latin sentence is evident in the number of

words (12) compared to that of a literal English translation (21).

That this became a model is not surprising when writers began to

complain of the Ciceronian as a style in which three words do the

work of one.

Francis Bacon introduced the concise style into English though

he was to eventually react against its excesses, as he had earlier
41

reacted against the excesses of Ciceronian prose. His stated

concern was for "matter" over excessive preoccupation with expression.

The new ~tyle appeared less polished and more pithy; it was a prose

of short statements whose strength was its concision. Here is Bacon

on "Studies: tI
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S~udie6 6e~Ve 60~ p~time6, 60~ 0~ft4meR~6

aRd 60~ abititie6. Thei~ ehie6e U6e 60~

p46~ime i6 iR p~va~ne66 and ~e~i~Rg; 60~

O~R4MeR~e i6 in di6eou~e, aRd 60~ abititie
. . . d 42

.(.6 ..(.n JU gUlen~.

The discovery that good English could be written in a style

that was not Ciceronian led to the next phase; a looser and freer

style • with clauses that were not care fully interlocked by

subordination but added to one another in series by connectors like

neither. nor. for. so that. and so. and. but. whereas. etc•• 43

Here is a sentence from a sermon of John Donne's:

It W46 hi6 Fa~he~6, and 60 hi6; And hi6,
aRd 60 OU~; 60~ we a~e no~ joyn~ pu~eha6e~

06 HeaveR wi~h ~he Sain~, bu~ we ~e eo
hei~e6 wi~h Ch~6~ Je6U6. 44

Bacon himself took up this new development on wearying of the

Senecan-Tacitean style and it established itself by mid-century as

a style which seemed to allow the writer to "think in the act of

writing."45 rather than have everything carefully worked out

beforehand as in the architectural style of the Ciceronians. But a

more elaborate style was to return in still another prose that had

the lengthy sentences of the old grand style as well as its ornate

vocabulary. but.under the influence of the looser style preceding

it,was structurally loosely connected rather than tightly

subordinated. Good practitioners of this style are John Donne and

Sir Thomas Browne. whose style has been compared to a linked

chain, with each period loosely connected with the one that comes
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before i ~. 46 His language and serrtence length are in ~he grand

Dlanner, ~hough ~he effec~ of the whole is one of vigor rather ~han

polish:

w~ wh04e g~Ke~4tiOft4 4~~ o~d4ifted ift ~hi4

4~~tiftg P4U 0' tiat~, 4JL~ p~ovideKti4l.Ly

~4k~ft 0" ,~o. 4uch im4gift4tiOft4. Aftd beiKg
fteCe44it4ted to eye the ~eM4iKiftg P4~eL~

06 ,utu~~y, ~~ K4tu~4LLy eOK4~u~ed iKtO
~houSht4 06 ~h~ ftex~ wo~d, And e4ftftO~

~xeu44bLy decLifte the eoft4ide~4tiOft 06 th4t
dU~4uon, whieh M4ke~h Pr/lI.tutid4 piU4U 0'
4KOW, 4ftd 4LL th4~'4 p44t 4 mOM~K~.47

The full variety of ~he 17th century is evident when we

consider ~hat, besides the early Senecan-Tacitean and la~er freer

looser styles, the cen~ury also supported bo~h a plain speech-based

prose and the old-time Ciceronian periods of John Hilton:

Th~ P4~Li4meftt 06 EftgL4nd, 444i4~ed by 4
g~e4t ftWMb~~ 0' the ptopLe who 4ppe4JLed
4ftd 4tuek to th~M '4i~h,u~Le4~ ift de'~ftee

06 ~~Li9ioft And ~heill. civiL tibe~e4,

judgiKg kift94hip by LoftS expe~eKce 4
SOVeIl.K~en~ unKeee444~~, bu~den40m 4Kd
d4ftse~OU4, jU4~Y 4ftd M4SK4ftiMOU4Ly
4boti4hed Lt; tu~nins ~eB4L bOKd4Be into
4 6~~e COMMOnlde4Lth, ~o the 4dmi~4tion

4Kd te~ou~ 06 OUII. emuLOU4 fteighbou. 48

This is a long way from speech. The fea~ures of Hilton's prose are
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lengthy sentences, Latinate diction, subordination of clauses,

controlled rhythm, balance and contrast, and a long-windedness

which compels one to read right through to the end with little

pause.

It was, however, the plainer, more colloquial prose that

won out over the others by the end of the 17th century and

established itself in the great age of prose of the early 18th.

This was a prose that made a fetish of clarity, the opposite of

the polysyllabic and complex prose of the grand style. Swift, one

of its masters, followed the practice of reading his manuscripts

to a chambermaid and eliminating what she could not understand. lJ9

Noteworthy authors who wrote an essentially speech-based prose

are the novelists Swift and Defoe, the essayists Addison and

Steele, and even the philosophers Locke, Berkeley, and Hume. There

is probably a close connection between the acceptance and

establishment of this kind of style and the rise of the novel. In

prose fiction, a middle or plain style was thought appropriate for

the depiction of ordinary life. Richardson wrote CL4~4~4 in the

form of letters written by a young woman. Defoe had been trained

in journalism and wrote in plain prose his Robift40ft C~U40~ and

MoLL FL4ftd~~. Fielding wrote To. JOft~4 in three styles, but for

the most part relates his "history" in a "mere narrative" style. 50

The epic style of Homer he employs only as a parody, and the

passages in formal language occur in the introductory chapters in

which the author explains and reflects on the methods he uses to

tell his tale. These chapters stand apart from the fictional

narrative and indeed are often quoted in literary textbooks as

essays on the art of comic fiction. As one critic has pointed out,

both the Homeric parody and the mannered essay styles are good fun;
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but they "also point up the unsuitability in the novel of the

'elevation of style' used in more traditional forms of narrative

writing. It Sl

Thomas Hardy has explained the unsuitability of the grand

style for prose fiction as an artistic necessity not to over

polish lest the work seem lifeless:

The whoLe Aec~et 06 4 living Atyle 4nd
the di66e~ence between it 4nd 4 de4d
4tyle, Lie4 in not h4ving too much
4tyLe - being 4 LittLe c4~eLe44, o~

~4the~ 4eeming to be, he~e 4nd the~e.

It b~ing4 wonde~6uL Li6e into the
w~ng••• Othe~i4e you~ 4tyle i4
like wo~n h4L6-pence - 4LL the 6~e4h

im4ge4 ~ounded 066 by ~ubbing, 4nd no
c~pne44 4t 4tL. S2

Even the French master of the grand style, Chateaubriand, once had

his style characterized in a letter by the novelist Stendhal as

"ridiculous. It Elegance in fiction is in fact more characteristic

of comedy. One thinks of Fielding, Stern, Jane Austen, Trollope,

and nowadays, Anthony Powell. It is even difficult to characterize

styles of prose fiction historically, since "conventional

descriptions of period style tend to be less applicable to the

novel than to other forms."53 I would suggest that this is owing

to the nature of the novel as a contingent genre, one that depends

more on contemporary fashions in language and thought, one not so

subject to classical models, and one relatively free from the more

formal structures of poetry and drama.
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In the latter part of the 18th century, the simple style

that had been so fruitful for English literature gave way once
54again to a grand style. The new textbooks on English grammar

advocated a return to the percepts of Quintilian and the periodic

sentence as a prose model, with stateliness and pomp becoming
55terms of praise rather than censure, and a separation between

the spoken and written languages that has always been characteristic

of the grand style. The masters of this new classical prose are

two of the greatest stylists in English: Samuel Johnson and Edward

Gibbon.

Johnson's prose was shaped for his more formal purposes. It

lost the conversational tone English style had in the age of Swift

and Dryden and increased the distance between writer and reader,

achieving a greater impersonalization of the aUdience. 56 Johnson,

who wrote the first great English dictionary, had an immense

vocabulary at his command and a fondness for words with classical

roots. He tended to use (some think overuse) the balanced phrases

and antithesis of classical authors, with the late-in-the-sentence

emphasis of Latin. Johnson on Dryden:

The pt~eeution 06 e~tie~ Wa6 not the
wo~t 06 h~ vt~ation~: he Wa6 Mueh MO~t

di~tu~bed by tht iMpo4tunitie~ 06 want.
Hi~ eomplaiR~ 06 povt~y a~t ~o 6~tqutntly

~eptattd, titht~ with tht dejeeuort 06
weaknt~~ ~inking in helpte~~ mi~e~y, o~ tht
indigntLUon 06 meut c.la..i.ming i~ t~butt

6~om Martkind, that it i~ iMPO~~ibtt not to
dtt~t the age whieh eoutd iMpo~e Ort ~ueh

a Mart the neee~~ity 06 ~ueh ~otieitatiOG~,

o~ not to de~pi~t the Mart who eoutd ~ubmit
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And on fortitude:

Th~ eu~e 6o~ ~he g~eate4~ P4~~ 06 hUMan
.i4~~~ i4 AO~ ~4die4t, bu~ p4lti4~V~.

Ift'etiei~y i4 involved in eo~po~~4L natu~e,

4nd ift~~~ov~n with ou~ being: 4ll 4~~emp~

the~~4o~e ~o d~etift~ i~ wholly ~e u4~Le44

4nd vain: ~he 4~ie4 06 pain 4end thei~

ClUoW6 4gain4~ u6 on ~ve~y 4id~, ~h~ ehoiee
i4 onLy b~tween ~h06e whieh 4~e Mo~e o~

Le44 6h4~P, o~ tinged wi~h poi60n 06 9~eat~~

o~ L~44 m4LigAi~y; 4nd ~h~ 4t~onge4~ 4AmOU~

whieh ~e44on e4n 4upply, wiLL only bLun~

~ei~ poin~, bu~ e4ftnO~ A~p~l them. 58

Edmund Burke' s prose, said to be closer to the conversational than

JOhnson's,59 often had its compositional origin in speeches, but

was often too a recognizable example of a complex grand style. In

this passage Burke, the apostle of conservatism, writes of those

principles:

When ~he u6e6ul p~6 06 4n old e4~4bLi4h~en~

4~e kept, and Wh4~ i4 4upe~4dd~d i4 ~o be
4i~ed ~o what i4 ~e~4ifted, 4 vigo~oU6 ~iftd,

4~~4dy p~~~ve~ng at~en~on, V~OU4 pow~~

04 eomp~40n and eOMbinatioft, 4nd the
~e40u~e~4 04 an uftde~~anding 6~i~6uL in
exp~dient4 44e.~o be exe~ei4ed; ~hey ~e to
be ex~~ei4ed in 4 eon~nued eon6Lie~ with
~h~ eombined 60~ee 04 opP04it~ voiee6J wi~h

~he ob6tinaey ~h4t ~ejee~ alL imp~ovemen~,
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and the Leuity that i4 ~4ti9ued and
di~gu~ted with eue~ything 06 whieh it
i~ in p04\4\e~·4\ion.60

Gibbon sustained his multi-volumed work on Roman history

in the most elegant and subtle prose, the grand style as its best.

Although many of his historical notions have been superseded by

the research of specialists, the PeeLine and FALL is still read;

in large measure t we may suppose, for the de lights and wit of its

language:

She W~ dooMed to weep oue~ the death 06
one 06 he~ 4\0~, 4ftd oue~ the Li6e 06 the
othe~.

Like the .0de4\ty 466eeted by Augu4\tu4\, the
~t4tt; Muntuned by P.ioeLet.ian W~ a
theat~eaL ~ep~e4\eftt4t.ion; but it MU4t be
eOft,e4\~ed that, 06 the two eo~edi~, the
60~e~ W~ 06 4 Mueh mp~e L.ibe~4L 4Rd
MaRLy eh~aete~ th4n the L4tte~.6l

Even in writing elsewhere about himself, dignified distance is a

mar~ of Gibbon's style:

Aeeo~ding to the 4eaLe 0' Sw.itze~and, I aM a
~eh Dl4ft; 4ftd J 411 indeed ueh, 4\"nee My

ineoMe i~ 4\upe~o~ to My expeA4e, 4nd .y
expen4\e i4 equAt to My w"4he~.

This cool distance may even border on parody:
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The P~&4~ftt i4 4 'Le~tLR9 .0Beftt, th~ p46t
i~ RO .O~; Aftd ou~ p~04p~et 06 6utu~y i4
d4~ aftd doubt6uL. Thi4 day ~ay p044ibLy be
By L46t. but the L~4 06 p~obabitity, 40 ~u~

ill 9e.Il~JLat, 40 6atL4MOU in p4J&.t.ieuLaJL,4.tiLL
aLLow about 6~6t~en ye4JL4. 62

Reaction, as usual, set in and in the early 19th century,

besides Wol'c:1sworth's attack on poetic language, which I have

mentioned above, Coleridge raps the grand style by saying of

Johnson that "he creates an impression of cleverness by never

saying anything in a common way.,,63 While there is some justice

in this jUdgement, one feels he has overlooked much of Johnson's

real power. The verdict of time has surely overturned Coleridge's

censure of Gibbon in the same passage, when he SAyS, damning the

grand style in general,that Gibbon's manner is the worst of all;

it has every fault of which this peculiar style is capable." He

might well have added "and every virtue:"

~ith th~ u~n~JLabLe. pJLoeon4uL, hi4 40n, who
hAd aeeo.paMl.d h,u, to A6uea 44 h.i4
U.eut~llut, W46 Lik~wJ.4~ d~etaJLe.d e.pe.JLoJL.
Hi4 maftft~JL4 we.JLe. L~44 pUJLe., but hJ.4 eh4JLaeteJL
14144 e.qu4Uy uJ.abLe with that 06 hi4 6ath~JL.

Twe.llty-two aeknowLedge.d eoneubin~4, 4Ild a u.o~JLY

06 4.c.l.ty-two thoU4aftd "OtuJr~4, 4ttut~d tIL~

vWf.tf/ 06 hi4 4ftetJ.Ila.ti01U; ud 'JLo. the.
pJLOdue.tiOIl4 whieh he Le.6t be.hind him, it appe.4JL4
that both the Oll~ alld thl. oth~JL W~Ae. de4i9n~d

40JLU4e ~4the4 thu 0.teRt4t.Loft.6~
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